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ABSTRACT 

It has been recommended that the safe size of the key space for any cryptosystem 

based on Chebyshev polynomial extended over the finite field �� must be chosen 

such that � � 2���. For such size of �, the normal Chebyshev polynomial 
calculation speed will be slow and impractical. Thus, there is a need to improve the 

Chebyshev polynomial calculation before the polynomial can be used in mainstream 
cryptosystems. In this paper, two types of Chebyshev polynomial calculation models 
are being considered, the Matrix Algorithm and the Characteristic Polynomial 
Algorithm. This paper introduces new technique to improve both of these calculation 
models. Preliminary results show indications that the proposed technique is a reliable 
alternative for implementing Chebyshev polynomial calculation.  

 
Keywords: Public-key cryptography, Chebyshev polynomial, and Chaos 
cryptography. 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Many cryptosystems have been proposed based on Chebyshev 
polynomial (Algehawi and Samsudin (2010), Wang and  Zhao (2010), Xiao 

et al. (2007), Yoon and Yoo (2008)). The common issue on these 

cryptosystems is the security concern against attacks such as brute force 

attack and period distribution attack. Consider the equation of the extended 

Chebyshev polynomial over the finite field �� as follows: 

 	
�� � ��
�
 � �
���
�� � � � ���� � �� ���� �             (1) 
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To avoid brute force attack and attack based on period distribution 
on cryptosystems based on Chebyshev polynomial extended over the finite 

field ��, the value of � and �must be large enough such that large period 

can be acquired. As claimed by  many researchers (Liao et al. 2010; Li et al. 

2011; Fee & Monagan 2004), � is a strong prime when both � � 1 and � � 1 have large factors, that is, larger that 2���.For such size of �, the 
Chebyshev polynomial calculation speed is slow and impractical. There are 

numerous solutions that have been proposed in order to enhance the 

Chebyshev polynomial (over��) computational speed. 
 

Two models of Chebyshev polynomial calculation are being 

considered in this paper. They are the Matrix Algorithm (MA) and the 

Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm (CPA), which were introduced by Fee 
and Monagan (2004). These two algorithms had been improved by Li et al. 

in 2011 and they named the improved version of the two algorithms as the 

Modified Matrix Algorithm (MMA) and the Modified Characteristic 
Polynomial Algorithm (MCPA), respectively.  
 

 

2. EXISTING ALGORITHMS 

In this section, the existing algorithms that have been used in 

speeding up the Chebyshev polynomial over ��calculation are revised. The 

algorithms are MA, MMA, CPA, and MCPA.  

 

2.1 Matrix Algorithm (MA) 

The first matrix algorithm to calculate the Chebyshev polynomial, 	
��, 

was proposed by Fee and Monagan (2004). By considering Equation 1, this 
algorithm can be explained as follows(Li et al. (2011)): 
 

Input: �, �, � ��� � 0  !"#� $#!%&� 1 '()# ��� * 0  then + , �, - , �                              // + represents the 

immediate result .�&/ � 0 %�!� �� � 1 01 1 ��02 � 1 !"#� + , + 3 -                        //- holds the result of 

squaring the matrix � - , - 3 - 
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Output:  +�� � �+��                               // +��,+�� are elements of + 

 

In the matrix algorithm, MA, the user uses the square and multiply 

technique to calculate + � �
 . The algorithm starts after receiving the 

exponent value�, matrix �, and the matrix �. If the value of � is 0 then the 

program will return 1 as a result, else + will be initialized with the identity 

matrix � and - will be initialized with the matrix �.At each step / of the 

loop, the exponentn is calculated as � � ∑ 05256��57�  and the intermediate 

matrix is calculated as- � ���28�. The end result is therefore a matrix 

equivalent to ��
 .  
 

Assume � representing the number of the 1’s in the binary 

representation of the exponent � of matrix �. Then, the squaring �- 3 - is 

performed in each loop step while the multiplication �+ 3 - is performed 

only � � 1 times with the first multiplication � 3 � where its running time 

is negligible. The binary digits of the exponent � are being checked one by 

one in right to left order.To calculate the running cost of MA, the following 
matrix operations should be considered: 
 

• + 3 - � 9+�� +��+�� +��: 9-�� -��-�� -��: �
9+��-�� � +��-�� +��-�� � +��-��+��-�� � +��-�� +��-�� � +��-��: 

has the cost of8!< � 4!> (where !<indicates the 

calculation time for performing matrix multiplication and !> indicates the calculation time for performing matrix 

addition). 
 

• + 3 + � 9+�� +��+�� +��: 9+�� +��+�� +��: �
? +��� � +��+�� +���+�� � +��+���+�� � +�� +��+�� � +��� @ 

has the cost of3!< � 2!B � 3!> (where !Bindicates the 
calculation time for performing matrix squaring). 
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• � 3 + � + 3 � � 9+�� +��+�� +��: C 0 1�1 2�D �
9�+�� +�� � 2�+���+�� +�� � 2�+��: 

has the cost of  2!< � 2!>. 

 

Subsequently, the computation time of the MA scheme can be illustrated as 
follows: 
 

      	EF � �& � 1�3!< � 2!B � 3!> � ��8!< � 4!> � 3�!<!>              (2) 

 

where & is the number of bits in the exponent � and� is the number of 1’s 

in the exponent �. 

 

2.2 Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm 

The Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm, CPA, that was introduced to 

calculate the Chebyshev polynomial,	
��, was presented in 2004 by Fee 

and Monagan. Based on Cayley-Hamilton theory, the matrix satisfies its 

own characteristic polynomial, i.e. if the characteristic polynomial of a 

square matrix � is ��G � �#! �G� � � then ��� � 0 where det is the 

determinant operation and � is the identity matrix. More precisely, since the 

entries of the matrix are (constant) polynomials in G, the determinant is also 

a polynomial in G. The Cayley–Hamilton theorem states that substituting 

the matrix � for G in this polynomial will resulted in ��� � 0. Thus, 

instead of calculating �
 , we just need to calculate G
 modulo the 

characteristic polynomial by using the square and multiply technique. The 

characteristic polynomial is a quadratic polynomial and can be expressed as ��G � ��G � ��, where the n-th power of the matrix �has the form 

of��� � ��and therefore	
�� can be expressed as follows (Li et al., 2011): 

 	
�� ��� � � �
 9	���	���:  ��� � 

   � ���� � �� C1�D  ��� �    � ���� � �� ��� �                (3) 
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By using Equation 3, 	
�� can be coded as follows: 
 

Input: �, �, � ��� � 0   !"#� $#!%&� 1 '()# ��� * 0  ��G � �� , �, )�G � )� , � .�&/ � 0 %�!� �� � 1 01 1 ��02 � 1 !"#� ��G � �� , ���G � �� 3 �)�G � )� )�G � )� , �)�G � )� 3 �)�G � )�//�)�G � )� 3�)�G � )� uses  

 // squaring 
operation ��G � �� , ���G � �� 3 �)�G � )�//���G � �� 3�)�G � )�uses  

                                                  // multiplication 
operation 

 

Output:  ��� � �� 
 

To calculate the running cost of the CPA, the following basic 

operations are considered: 
 

• ���G � �� 3 �)�G � )� � �2�)��� � )��� � )���G ��)��� � )��� 

with the cost of5!< � 3!>. 

 

• �)�G � )� 3 �)�G � )� � �2�)�� � 2)�)�G � �)�� � )�� 

with the cost of2!< � 2!B � 3!>. 

 

• G�)�G � )� � �2�)� � )�G � )� 

with the cost of !< � !> . 
 

Subsequently, the running costfor CPA can be calculated as follows: 
 	IJF � �& � 1�2!< � 2!B � 3!> � �� � 1�5!< � 3!> �2�!< � !>                                                                                       (4) 
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The running time of the Modified Matrix Algorithm (MMA) and the 
Modified Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm (MCPA) (Li et al., 2011)can 

be calculated as follows: 
 	EEF � �& � 1�3!< � 2!B � 3!> � ��2!< � 2!> � �!< �!>                                                                                                                               (5) 

 	EIJF � �& � 1�2!< � 2!B � 3!> � �� � 1�!< � !> � �!< � !> � �& � 1�2!< � 2!B � 3!> � ��!< � !>                                                                                                                                                      (6) 
 

3. THE PROPOSED METHODS 

3.1 Matrix Algorithm Based on Look-Up Table (LMA) 

Following is the proposed method which utilizes look-up table while 

executing the MA. The bits representing the exponent � will be checked in 

reverse order (left-to-right) with group of 0 bits. In each loop, the result of 
the look-up table will be multiplied with the previous result which stored 

previous value in +,indicated as + , + 3 KL	in the pseudo-code. The 

look-up table LUT contains all powering results that can be accommodated 

by the b bits of the exponent �. Suppose that size of 0 is 3 bits, then the 

look-up table has8 entries.  The LMA algorithm for the case of b = 3 is 

shown below: 
 

Input:�, �, �, !, 0 � 3                  // assume n is a multiple of 3 

//Look-up table creation for the case ofb = 3 �M0N = null                                  // not being used �M1N =� �M2N =�� � � 3 � �M3N =�O � �� 3 � �M4N =�P � �O 3 � �M5N =�� � �P 3 � �M6N =�� � �� 3 � �M7N =�S � �� 3 � 

 + , � .�&/ � �� � 1 ��T� !� 0 01 0 ! , �2�2���2�� ��! U 0 !"#� + , + 3 �M!N//multiplying the result with thelook-up 

table’s value 
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.�& V � 1 %� !� 0 01 1 + , + 3 + 

 

Output: �+�� � +��  
 

The overall running time of the LMA can therefore be calculated as: 

 	WEF � �& � 1�2!< � 2!B � 3!> � 6��X �8!< � 4!> ��!< � !> � 	WYZ ,                                                                              (7) 

 

where 	WYZ   is the time required to fetch a value from the look-up table.  
 

3.2 Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm Based on Look-up Table 

(LCPA) 

Similar to the LMA, the proposed LCPA drew the results of each loop 

computation from a pre-calculated look-up table. The bits representation of 

the exponent �is scanned in reverse order (left-to-right) with group of 0 

bits. Following is an example of the LCPA pseudo-code for the case of b = 

3. 

Input:�, �, �, !, 0    // assuming n is a multiple of 3 

//Look-up table creation �M0�N = null                                         // not being used �M0�N= �-�G � -� �M0�N =�-�G � -� 3 G �M0ON =�-�G� � -� 3 G �M0PN = �-�GO � -� 3 G �M0�N = �-�GP � -� 3 G �M0�N = �-�G� � -� 3 G �M0SN = �-�G� � -� 3 G 

 -�G � -� , � .�&/ � �� � 1��T� !� 0 01 0 ! , �2�2���2�� ��! U 0!"#� -�G � -� , �-�G� -�3 �M!N 
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.�& V � 1 %� !� 0 01 1 -�G � -� , �-�G � -� 3 �-�G � -� 

 

Output:�-� � -� 
 

Subsequently, the running time of the LCPA can be calculated as follows: 

 

        	WIJF � �& � 1�2!< � 2!B � 3!> � 6��X �5!< � 3!> � 	WYZ         (8) 

 

 

4. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED ALGORITHMS 

Based on Equations 2, 5 and 7, the new LMA can be 
mathematicallycompared to the originalMA as follows 
 TMA � TLMA � _�r � 1�3tb � 2tc � 3td � m�8tb � 4td� 3�tb � tdf 

� g�r � 1�3tb � 2tc � 3td � r � 1b �8tb � 4td��tb � td � TLUT
k 

� _m�8tb � 4td � 3�tb � tdf � Cl��m �8tb � 4td � �tb � td � 2m�2tb � 2tdD. 

 
Similarly in the case of the MMA and LMA, the comparison is as follows: 

 TLMA � TMMA
� g�r � 1�3tb � 2tc � 3td � r � 1b �8tb � 4td ��tb � td � 2m�2tb � 2td k 

�_�r � 1�3tb � 2tc � 3td � m�2tb � 2td� �tb � tdf 

� ?r � 1b �8tb � 4td � �tb � td
� 2m�2tb � 2td@ 

�_m�2tb � 2td � �tb � tdf 
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Figure 1, shows a theoretical comparison between LMA, MA, and 
MMA considering that the average of bit“1” in the exponentn is at 50%. 

LMA is tested with 0 � 7. The comparison has shown that LMA has the 

less number of operations compared to the MA and almost equal in 

performance with MMA, with preference on MMA over LMA. 
 

 
 

Figure 1: Theoretical comparison between MA, MMA, and LMA 

 
Based on Equations4, 6 and 8, the different in the running cost 

among CPA, MCPA, and LCPA can be calculated. In the case of the CPA 

against LCPA, the mathematical comparison is as follows: 

 TCPA � TLCPA � _�r � 1�2tb � 2tc � 3td � �m�5tb � 3td� 2�tb � tdf 

� g �r � 1�2tb � 2tc � 3td �r � 1b �5tb � 3td � �tb � td � TLUTk 

� _�m � 1�5tb � 3td � 2�tb � tdf 

� 9r � 1b �5tb � 3td � �tb � td � 2m�tb � td: 

 

Similarly in the case of the LCPA and MCPA, the mathematical 
comparison is as follows: 
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TLCPA � TMCPA
�  g�r � 1�2tb � 2tc � 3td � r � 1b �5tb � 3td��tb � td � TLUT

k 

�_�r � 1�2tb � 2tc � 3td � �m� 1�tb � td � �tb � tdf 

� 9r � 1b �5tb � 3td � 2m�tb � td:� _�m � 1�tb � tdf 

 

Thus, the LCPA has the extra of 541 multiplications and 135 additions than 

the MCPA. 
 

Figure 2, shows a theoretical comparison between LCPA, CPA, and 
MCPA assuming 50% of bit “1” on the exponent n. LCPA is tested with 0 � 7. The comparison has shown that LCPA has less number of operations 

compared to the CPA and very close to MCPA with preference for MCPA 
over LCPA. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Theoretical comparison between CPA, MCPA, and LCPA 
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5. PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSED 

SOLUTION 

The propose technique has an advantage if the higher-level protocol 
that uses the technique has a fix base but varied exponent values. One of 

such instances is the key exchange protocol.  In any key exchange protocol, 

the key server has to generate the common public values and publish them 
so that the respective communicating parties are able to generate their 

corresponding public keys and shared keys. In the case of the key exchange 

protocols based on the Chebyshev polynomial, the generation of all the keys 

needs to be based on the public value � as indicated in Equation 1.  
 

The public value x is generated and published off-line. 
Consequently the value xis used to generate the look-up table, which can be 

done once and off-line as well. Since the look-up table is generated off-line, 

the cost of producing the table look-up can then be taken out from the cost 
calculation. As the result, this will help to reduce the execution time of 

calculating the Chebyshev polynomials when the user calculates the 

corresponding user’s public and shared key. As a case study, the following 

example shows the calculation of the estimated execution time of a key 
exchange protocol that is based on Chebyshev polynomials if the overhead 

of preparing the look-up table is removed. Let assume the following: 
 

• Size for the look-up table is0 � 15 

• The number of the exponent bits is& � 1024 

• The number of1’s inr is�which is 50% of r (Note that, on 

average, half of  r bits are 1’s) 
 

If we exclude the overhead calculation needed in generating the look-up 

table, then we have the following: 
 

1. For the MMA algorithm compared against the LMA algorithm, we 

have the following: 

TMMA � TLMA � _512�2tb � 2td � �tb � tdf 

� ?102415 �8tb � 4td � �tb � td@ 

� �1024tb � 1024td � �tb � td� _�552tb � 276td � �tb � tdf � �1025tb � 1025td � �553tb � 277td � 472tb � �798td. 
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In this example, MMA requires 472 extra multiplications and 141 
extra additions compared to LMA. Thus under this assumption, the 

LMA is faster than the MMA. 
 

2. For the MCPA algorithm compared against the LCPA algorithm, 

we have the following: 

TMCPA � TLCPA �  512�tb � td � ?102415 �5tb � 3td@ 

� �512tb � 512td � �345tb � 207td. � �167tb � 305td 
 

Similarly, the existing algorithm, MCPA, hasan extra of 167 
multiplications and 305 additions compared to the propose LCPA. 

Therefore, with the overhead of generating the look-up table being 

removed, LCPA will perform better than MCPA. 
 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented the most common algorithms that are 

being used in calculating the extended Chebyshev polynomial over the 

finite fields. These algorithms are the Matrix Algorithm (MA), Modified 
Matrix Algorithm (MMA), Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm (CPA)  

and the Modified Characteristic Polynomial Algorithm (MCPA). This paper 

had also introduced a technique (LMA and LCPA) to improve the MA and 

CPA calculation by using look-up table. The analysisindicate that the 
propose technique registered significant improvement over the MA and 

CPA but slightly under performance when compared against the MMA and 

MCPA. However, if the cost of seting-up the look-up table can be removed, 
which is the case for some protocols such as key exchange, the propose 

technique should then performed better than the existing methods. That is, 

LMA is better than MA and MMA, while LCPA is better than CPA and 
MCPA. 
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